Science 20 Unit A  Chemistry

Spontaneous and
Nonspontaneous
REDOX
Reactions

POS Checklist:
define, operationally, oxidation and reduction and
c
spontaneous and nonspontaneous reactions; i.e., loss of electrons
is oxidation, gain of electrons is reduction, a spontaneous
oxidationreduction reaction produces electrical energy from
chemical change, and a nonspontaneous oxidationreduction
reaction requires electrical energy to produce chemical change.

Mar 158:20 PM

Feb 1812:24 PM

Review of Redox thus far...
The number of electrons gained by one species equals
the number of electrons lost by the other species.

 redox reaction: electrons are transferred

Br
e

Br2(l) + 2KI(aq)

I2(s) + 2KBr(aq)

+ 2KI
(aq)

I
+ 2KBr
2(s)
(aq)

We can see these electrons if we write out the half
reactions.

In this reaction, electrons are transfered from the
bromine to the iodine.

Br2(l) is oxidized and becomes Br(aq) (in the KBr(aq))

2(l)

Br2(l)

2I


(aq) + e



2Br (aq) + 2e

loss of 2 electrons

I2(s)

gain of 2 electrons

I(aq) is reduced to become I2(s)

HalfReactions

Mar 158:24 PM

Mar 158:30 PM

GER
2I(aq) + e

I2(s)

LEO
gain of 2 electrons
Br2(l)

In single replacement reduction, an ion becomes an
element.

Mar 158:38 PM

2Br(aq) + 2e

loss of 2 electrons

In single replacement oxidation, elements lose
electrons to become ions.

Mar 158:41 PM
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Spontaneous and NonSpontaneous Reactions

Other reactions are nonspontaneous. They need energy
put into them to get them to react.

Some reactions are spontaneous. They take place on
their own without any extra energy needed.

ex) Zinc and copper (II) sulphide.

Electroplating

Mar 158:52 PM

Feb 1812:38 PM

So how can we tell when reactions are spontaneous or
nonspontaneous?
We need to do some experiments!

Activity Series Lab: pg 78

To the Batlab,
old chum!

Feb 1812:46 PM

Results:
If we rank all the metal elements from most reactive
to least reactive, we would have a table that looks
like this:

Feb 1812:55 PM

The most
reactive metal
ions are here.

This is called an
activity series.

The most
reactive metal
atoms are
here.

Feb 1812:55 PM

Feb 1812:59 PM
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We can use this table to make predictions about whether
a reaction will take place or not.

ex) Is this reaction spontaneous?
AlO3(aq) + 3Mg(s)

ion

+

spontaneous
reaction

element

element
+

non spontaneous
reaction

ion

Al(s) + 3MgO(aq)

If the ion is above
the element in the
table, the reaction
is spontaneous.
If the ion is below
the element in the
table, the reaction
is nonspontaneous.

Feb 181:02 PM

Feb 181:05 PM

ex) Is this reaction spontaneous?
LiOH(aq) + Na(s)

Li(s) + NaOH(aq)

Practice: pg 82 #28 and 29

Feb 181:06 PM

Feb 181:08 PM
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